WORLD’S LARGEST DYNACORD® ALPHA CONCEPT™ SYSTEM
INSTALLED AT THE DOCKS ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX IN TORONTO

State of the art sound and lighting at The Docks – designed & installed by Dymax

Toronto, Canada (August, 2004): Since 1977, Sound Dymax - part of the
Toronto-based Dymax Special Effects Group (www.dymax.net) - has been
designing and installing world-class sound reinforcement and lighting
solutions in their region and around the globe. The latest and largest of these
is at The Docks Waterfront Entertainment Complex overlooking downtown
Toronto (www.thedocks.com), which boasts no less than 8 club areas, each
with a style all its own, along with numerous other indoor and outdoor
activities. The sound system installed to meet the demands of one of the
world’s largest club facilities? The Dynacord® Alpha Concept™.

Dymax has completed over 500 installations since their inception, and have
seen the club sound and lighting installation business change according to
shifts in both taste and technology. Dymax continue to work with most of the
clubs that appear on Toronto’s burgeoning club scene, and have grown from
being a sound and lighting company to also offer sophisticated video, laser
and pyro solutions. They’ve also lent their expertise to projects in New York,
Moscow and South America. Throughout their growth, Dymax has always
been an EV® dealer, and have seen the club industry develop from the disco
years of the late 1970s to the mega-clubs and ultra-lounges of the 21st
century. Dymax President Richard Kuris explained how Alpha fits in to this
rapidly evolving industry:

The Art of Noise?
The awesome power of EV® P-RL™ series remote control amplifiers – on display in a
glass case so club-goers can see what’s driving the decibels

“Dymax have installed Alpha systems at three clubs in Toronto: The Docks,
Boa Redux, and PM. The Docks has been a client of ours for about 10 years
now. We’ve installed a lot of EV product there over the years. They recently
became involved in an extensive renovation project, and approached us
regarding potential sound and lighting upgrades. During this discussion and
design period, one of the partners heard the Alpha rig at Boa and decided
that nothing else would do – especially since there’s no other system
available that can come close to performing at that level. Alpha is a total club
system solution comprised of the best components Dynacord and EV
manufacture, from the best high-output 15-inch woofers EV makes to the
new EV® P-RL™ series remote-control amps with DSP and IRIS™ control
software. This adds up to an unprecedented level of system-specific
programmability, performance monitoring and control as well as basic
reliability.”
Kuris continued: “The Docks is the largest venue of its kind in North America.
At any one time there can be 12,000 people on the property. Rob Gilroy –
the partner in question – wanted to investigate all available options for a
large, high-performance system that could be designed and built specifically
for their needs. Shortly after hearing the Alpha at Boa, Rob flew to Germany
to meet Dynacord Club Sound Specialist Reinhold Wagensohn. They then
visited various Alpha installations around Europe, and became further
convinced the Alpha was what The Docks needed to provide both the high
SPL required for large amounts of club goers and the sonic palette
demanded by world class DJs. This kind of attention to detail reflects the
contemporary club market, issues every club owner needs to consider before
installing a new sound system. In this sense, the Dynacord Alpha is the
result of meticulous research – it’s built specifically for these environments
and dance music, using, for example, horn-loaded tops with two massive 15inch woofers. These deliver a huge punch, but also maintain control and
definition above the immense low end from the subs.”
Kuris added: “When I think of the leaders in this market, I think of British club
design, German Engineering, all the new ideas in sound and lighting that
come form Europe in general, and the huge clubs being built across North
America. To stay competitive in this business over here, you have to be
aware of what’s going on over there. Similarly, the European DJs have
become in demand, highly paid and highly skilled artists. DJs at this level are
very particular about the systems they use. They can also make demands
from the clubs that want to book them. If a club has an Alpha rig, they’ll have
no problems with keeping the DJs happy.”
Peter Lima – formerly with Sound Dymax for 10 years – now works with PA
Plus, contractors for Sound Dymax. Peter designed and laid out the audio

system requirements at The Docks, and offered his perspective on how
Alpha is setting new standards in club sound:

“Alpha stands alone as the first club-specific engineered system. It was
designed and built for dance music, and to do so on a massive scale – clubs
are getting bigger and bigger, and the sound reinforcement systems need to
grow with them. A club’s reputation rests upon its sound system. Alpha isn’t a
modified concert box or installation box. The Alpha Concept works because it
was designed and engineered to work in these applications. The system at
The Docks is still in its infancy stage, and we’re monitoring it continuously in
order to perfect the installation as the components wear in. It’s almost like an
organic process – the Alpha can be so precisely tweaked to a room it
becomes part of the superstructure. At Boa, I think we’ve arrived at that
point. They have the world’s biggest DJs come in – people like Paul

Oakenfold, and they can’t believe how good things sound. One thing DJs like
about the system is control – the Alpha allows them to focus on the creative
aspect, not problems with distorted low end, for example. In turn, their
feedback can be translated into further fine-tuning via the dedicated
processing and programming. Unlike with many large club systems, the
Alpha isn’t fighting the room - it’s part of it. Obviously that adds to the whole
club experience. (World-renowned DJ) Danny Tanaglia even gives praise to
the Alpha at Boa on his website. Alpha really impresses everyone who hears
it, and it’s set to put The Docks on the map as a world-class club complex.”

The Docks: Dynacord® Alpha Concept™ System Equipment List
(expansion still in progress):
ALPHA™ X-1/60 3-WAY HORN LOADED SPEAKER SYSTEM
ALPHA™ X-1/90 3-WAY HORN LOADED SPEAKER SYSTEM
ALPHA™ V-1/90 3-WAY HORN LOADED SPEAKER SYSTEM
ALPHA™ V-1 60 3-WAY HORN LOADED SPEAKER SYSTEM
ALPHA™ V-1 90 3-WAY HORN LOADED SPEAKER SYSTEM
ALPHA™ B3 DOUBLE 18” PLANAR WAVE GUIDE SUB HORN SYSTEM
EV® P900RL™ 1300W AMP W/ DSP REMOTE CONTROL
EV® P1200RL™ 1700W AMP W/ DSP REMOTE CONTROL
EV® P3000RL™ 3600W AMP W/ DSP REMOTE CONTROL
For full details on all Dynacord products, please visit www.dynacord.com
Dynacord® and EV® (Electro-Voice™) are professional audio brands of
Telex Communications, Inc., a leader in the design, manufacture and
marketing of sophisticated audio, wireless, multimedia, aircraft, broadcast
and communications equipment for commercial, professional and industrial
customers. Telex Communications markets its products in more than 80
countries under the brands EV®, Telex®, RTS™, Dynacord®, Midas®,
Klark Teknik®, University® and others.
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